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As fusion experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) approach and exceed breakeven, energy
from the burning capsule is predicted to couple to the gold walls and reheat the hohlraum. On December 5,
2022, experiment N221204 exceeded target breakeven, historically achieving 3.15 MJ of fusion energy
from 2.05 MJ of laser drive; for the first time, energy from the igniting capsule reheated the hohlraum
beyond the peak laser-driven radiation temperature of 313 eV to a peak of 350 eV, in less than half a
nanosecond. This reheating effect has now been unambiguously observed by the two independent Dante
calorimeter systems across multiple experiments, and is shown to result from reheating of the remnant
tungsten-doped ablator by the exploding core, which is heated by alpha deposition.
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The inertial confinement fusion (ICF) program at the
National Ignition Facility (NIF) [1–3] aims to achieve
ignition via the spherically convergent compression of a
deuterium-tritium (DT)-filled capsule using the indirect-
drive approach [4–6]. During indirect drive, a gold ho-
hlraum is driven by 192 NIF beams with a combined
energy of ∼2 MJ, to a radiation temperature in excess of
TR ¼ 300 eV. At the center of the hohlraum, a 2 mm
diameter capsule filled with DT gas, surrounded by a
cryogenic DT ice layer and outer ablative layer of high-
density carbon, is imploded by the rocket effect. Upon
stagnation, it is compressed and heated to over 100 g=cm3

and 100 million Kelvin, plasma conditions sufficiently hot
and dense to initiate nuclear fusion.
Generating the hot spot conditions for a sustained alpha

burn requires fine tuning many interdependent laser,
hohlraum, and capsule design parameters. The combination
implemented in the latest NIF experiments, specifically the
Hybrid-E campaign in this note [7], represents 13 years of
incremental changes to designs and experiments, and the
careful diagnosis of the dominant failure modes across the
hundreds of x-ray, particle, and photon diagnostics at NIF
[7–15]. One such x-ray diagnostic, the Dante calorimetry
system, has been used since the inception of NIF to monitor
the interior radiation temperature TR of the hohlraum
[16–21].
Beginning with the record-breaking N210808 Hybrid-E

shot in August 2021 [12,22,23], burning capsules at NIF
have, for the first time, generated fusion products sufficient
to reheat the hohlraum at times consistent with the nuclear
bang time and with integral power that correlates well with
the alpha component of the fusion energy. A year later in
December 2022, a revised Hybrid-E design historically
exceeded the input laser energy in shot N221204 [24–26],

surpassing controlled fusion breakeven at a gain of
3.15 MJ=2.05 MJ ¼ 1.5; a substantial hohlraum reheating
signature was detected on both Dante systems. Fusion
energy was observed to reheat the hohlraum well beyond
the laser-driven peak radiation temperature of 313 eV to
almost 350 eV for the first time. This rapidly assembled
(< 1 ns) and unique thermal source (TR > 300 eV), which
is inaccessible anywhere else on Earth, may be used as a
driver for future experiments in the high-energy density
(HED) regime, such as opacity, dynamic strength, and
equation of state. Furthermore, as we will demonstrate, the
heating we observe from Dante originates solely from the
alpha component of the fusion yield, without dependence
on the neutron channel. No diagnostic at NIF has pre-
viously demonstrated this capability, and by understanding
this phenomena we provide additional confidence to
existing fusion yield calculations. In this report, we present
the Dante measurements and analysis of the observed
reheating signatures throughout 2021 and 2022, and dis-
cuss how alpha energy from the burning plasma is able to
redrive the cooling hohlraum.
Two spectrally sensitive Dante calorimetry systems are

employed at NIF. Each comprises 18 independent channels
and contains a combination of L- and K-edge filters and
planar reflection mode X-31 XRDs [27]; in lower energy
channels, a grazing-incidence Bragg-reflecting mirror may
be installed to reject higher-energy contamination. Dante 1
is located at θ ¼ 143°, ϕ ¼ 274°, where θ ¼ 0° is defined
in the vertical axis in Fig. 1(a), and is generally used as the
primary diagnostic for radiation temperature owing to its
favorable 37° view of the hohlraum laser-entrance hole
(LEH) and three x-ray mirrors, which gives this line of sight
increased sensitivity to the higher x-ray energies observed
on indirect-drive ICF experiments, compared with Dante 2.
The second Dante 2 system is located at θ ¼ 64°, ϕ ¼ 350°
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and has a more shallow view of the LEH compared with
Dante 1. In addition, Dante 2 has 11 mirrored channels,
giving the system comparably higher sensitivity at lower
x-ray energies. Nonetheless, both Dantes are routinely
deployed during ICF experiments for redundancy and
consistency.
The timing accuracy of Dante, of critical importance to

monitor the hohlraum’s response to gradients and inflec-
tions in the laser pulse, and recently the nuclear reheating
signature, is measured insitu during gold ball experiments.
In these experiments, two quads of NIF laser energy in a
88 ps pulse are used to generate an x-ray timing signature
observable across all channels. The signature is sub-
sequently used to cross time each channel to the NIF
timing system, with an accuracy of�50 ps. Concomitantly,
we can also recover the impulse response for each channel,
which is well approximated by a ∼400 ps wide Gaussian,
and is dominated by the bandwidth of the signal cable [28]
and XRD.
The traditional algorithm used to extract spectra from the

18 channel voltages is known locally as UNSPEC [29–32].

At each point in time, UNSPEC fits a Planckian to lower-
energy channels; this shape is then iteratively perturbed
using Gaussian approximations to the individual channel
spectral responses until a good match is obtained between
spectral solution and observed voltages. It is then trivial to
extract flux and temperature histories by integrating the set
of spectral solutions over time. When fully calibrated and
optimally configured, the Dante systems combined with the
UNSPEC algorithm, can report total flux F and radiation
temperature TR with 1σ uncertainties of 4% and 1.5%,
respectively, at peak emission where digitizer noise can be
considered small. A full description of the UNSPEC
analysis methodology has been published previously.
Between August 2021 and December 2022, nine experi-

ments from the Hybrid-E campaign [7] were conducted
with fusion yields high enough to produce notable reheat-
ing of the hohlraum. Dante 1 and 2 flux histories are shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a). The NIF laser system consistently
drove hohlraums in the series to a TR of 313 eV with a
standard deviation of �2 eV, as observed by Dante 1, and
TR ¼ 308 eV� 3 eV from Dante 2. Throughout this
report, flux from the latter have been corrected by 28%
to compensate for an obstruction near the LEH. Radiation
temperatures quoted are calculated using the Stefan-
Boltzmann relation combined with the initial LEH dimen-
sions. In practice, gold expansion throughout the drive will
reduce the effective LEH area [33]; TR values presented
herein therefore represent a lower bound.
To conclusively attribute the reheating signature evident

in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) and 3(a) and 3(b) with a nuclear effect
and for the phenomena to be practical, the measurement
must scale in a clear and predictable way with fusion yield
and contain integral energy consistent with the energetics
of the burning capsule. Moreover, the arrival time must
correlate with peak fusion reactivity. In order to test against
these criteria, the heating component of the signal after the
laser drive shuts off at 8 ns must be isolated from the
emissions of the cooling hohlraum; this is achieved by
fitting a power law to the flux before and after the onset of
reheating. Figures 2(b) and 3(b) illustrate the methodology

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a typical ICF experiment at NIF, where
192 beams heat the interior of a gold hohlraum to TR∼300 eV in
order to compress a 2 mm DT capsule to the conditions required
for fusion. (b) Representative hohlraum emission spectrum
observed by the Dante calorimeter showing thermal region (blue)
and gold m-band emission (red).

FIG. 2. (a) Dante 1 flux histories from the Hybrid-E shots in 2021 and 2022 showing clear fusion signature at approximately 10 ns.
(b) A closer look at the reheating signatures illustrating the background subtraction and residuals for three of the higher yield
experiments. (c) Integrated hohlraum reheating energy EH calculated using Eq. (1) as a function of fusion yield.
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for three of the most prominent heating signatures. The
reheating component is then extracted by subtracting the
background power law from the original flux.
A simple estimate of the internal hohlraum energy EH

can be made assuming the emission is Lambertian, and
scaling by the surface viewable from Dante to the interior
wall area inside the hohlraum:

EH ¼ π

cos θ

Z
t2

t1

FðtÞ ðð1 − αÞAwall þ 2ALEHÞ
ALEH

dt; ð1Þ

where θ is the Dante view angle, FðtÞ is Dante flux, Awall is
the effective wall area of the hohlraum and ALEH is the area
of the LEH as viewed by Dante. In order to simplify the
expression of EH we have assumed a constant wall albedo,
α ¼ 0.8 throughout the reheating [34]. In reality, α is a
complex quantity depending on temperature and plasma
conditions, and varies with time; however, for gross
comparison with fusion energetics the approximation is
sufficient. Integrated hohlraum simulations, which include
the latest physics models for the gold wall conditions,
including albedo, are discussed later in this Letter.
Reheating energy EH for the nine shots is plotted against

fusion yield in Figs. 2(c) and 3(c) for Dante 1 and 2
respectively. Uncertainty in the reheating peak was
obtained by combining uncertainties from x-ray calibration
facilities [29] and rf components, with Monte Carlo cal-
culations of the flux [30]. Fusion yields at NIF are tradi-
tionally measured using activation techniques [35–40]; in
this analysis we use the uncertainty-weighted averages
from the well NADS nuclear activation detectors [41],
converted to total fusion energy Y by correcting for down-
scatter ratio as measured by the magnetic recoil spectrom-
eter and neutron time-of-flight diagnostics [42–44] and
scaled additionally by 5=4 to account for the alpha channel
of the DT reaction.

If we fit scaling laws to Figs. 2(c) and 3(c), we find that
κY1.21 fits the data well, with κ ¼ 0.056 and 0.039 for
Dante 1 and 2 respectively, with Y in units of MJ. Dante 1
has a favorable view of the hohlraum waist near to the

burning capsule, which may explain its larger value of κ; in
addition, deviation from ideal Lambertian emission may
also influence the magnitude of κ from each line of sight.
Taking a closer look at record performer N221204, we

obtain a reheating energy EH of 220� 30 kJ, a consid-
erable fraction of the alpha component of the fusion yield
Y=5 ¼ 630 kJ. Alpha particle energy is expected to be
trapped near the capsule close to bang time due to their
short range in the compressed fuel and remnant carbon
ablator; the neutron component, however, escapes the
hohlraum region almost unperturbed [42–44], taking
80% of the total fusion energy with it. Our observations
show a large and predictable fraction of the alpha energy
couples to the hohlraum a short period after peak fusion
reactivity, and in the next section we will quantify the
magnitude of the observed delay.
Nuclear “bang time” at NIF, is defined as the time

between the initial rise of the laser drive and peak fusion
reactivity, and is generally measured using the gamma
reaction history diagnostic [45–48]. Across the shot series,
bang times were observed between 9.25 and 9.6 ns, with
later bang times corresponding to shots N220919 and
N221204 which incorporated a 300 ps longer drive pulse,
made possible through upgrades to the NIF laser system
during 2022 [49]. To compare Dante against bang time,
Gaussian fits were made to the residuals �300 ps either
side of the highest point, with the reheating peak timing tD
defined as the centroid of the Gaussian. Figures 4(a) and
4(b) show peak Dante 1 and 2 reheating time compared
with nuclear bang times respectively; both Dantes show
close correlation with nuclear bang time with a systematic
delay of ∼500 ps and tight spread across all shots com-
parable to the 50 ps absolute timing uncertainty, illustrated
in Fig. 4(c). The close agreement between gamma reaction
history (GRH) and Dante confirms the nuclear origin,
but the cause of the 500 ps offset is not immediately
obvious.
A delay suggests the signal does not originate from the

burning capsule directly, and that the fusion energy has
been absorbed and thermalized by the hohlraum. Figure 5

FIG. 3. (a) Dante 2 flux histories from the Hybrid-E shots in 2021 and 2022 showing clear fusion signature at approximately 10 ns.
(b) A closer look at the reheating signatures illustrating the background subtraction and residuals for three of the higher yield
experiments. (c) Integrated hohlraum reheating energy EH calculated using Eq. (1) as a function of fusion yield.
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shows Dante 1 spectra generated at peak laser drive across
the shot series, exhibiting the characteristic Planckian and
gold m-band shape presented in Fig. 1(b). Also shown is
the spectra at 10 ns for shot N221204, corresponding to the
peak in the fusion-induced hohlraum reheating. The profile
is clearly thermal, similar in shape to the spectra during the
laser drive, albeit with higher total integrated power. If the
reheating signal were emitted directly from the compressed
core at bang time, we should expect a bremsstrahlung-like
shape [4] with a sharp drop below 2 keV due to the
presence of tungsten dopant in the ablator shell [50]. By
combining the thermal shape and 500 ps delay, we surmise
the capsule energy has undergone a series of conversion
and absorption steps, ultimately leading to a quasiconven-
tional heating of the hohlraum walls. In the following
section we examine the specific processes which transfer
energy from the burning capsule to the gold hohlraum
walls, eventually to be measured by Dante.

The principal tool for investigating the heating process
has been the ICF 2D radiation-hydrodynamics simulation
code, LASNEX [51], with updated physics models that
have been described in the literature [52,53]. Shot N210808
was used as a test case, with a fuel-ablator mix model
adjusted to produce a capsule yield of 1.4 MJ, consistent
with the observed fusion yield of 1.36 MJ. We then increase
the yield in a follow-on simulation to 4.2 MJ. This is
achieved by introducing an magnetohydrodynamic model
[54] which includes self-generated magnetic fields in
simulating the plasma and radiation environment in the
hohlraum. This model produces a more spherically sym-
metric implosion, resulting in higher yield and allowing us
to investigate how predictions evolve with increasing yield.
Simulations are postprocessed using x-ray flux tally

surfaces to generate synthetic Dante flux histories, allowing
direct comparison with observations. Figure 6(a) shows the
resulting synthetic profiles for the 1.4 MJ and 4.2 MJ cases;
the simulations clearly feature a sharp rise shortly after
capsule bang time, and the magnitude of that rise increases
with fusion yield. Also shown are the residual heating
signatures from the simulations extracted using the meth-
odology outlined previously; the shape, timing, and mag-
nitude of these features in the LASNEX simulations
compare well with the shot data in Fig. 3(a), with the
simulation predicting 42 kJ of reheating for N210808 (vs
52� 12 kJ observed) at a tD of 490 ps (vs 470� 90 ps
observed). We can therefore, with confidence, interrogate
the details of the simulations to identify the precise cause of
this reheating.
The 1.4 MJ DT yield consists of 1.1 MJ of 14 MeV

neutrons and 0.3 MJ of alpha particles. It is unlikely that
either component can heat the walls directly. As discussed
earlier, neutrons deposit only a small fraction of their
energy in the imploded capsule core and mostly escape the
hohlraum walls unperturbed. The alphas conversely,
deposit almost all their energy in the imploded capsule
core, leaving nothing left to directly interact with the gold
wall. Thus, the hohlraum walls must be reheated indirectly.
We are left to consider what happens to the alpha-heated

compressed core. Post bang time, electron temperatures Te

FIG. 4. (a),(b) Dante 1 and 2 reheating peaks compared with nuclear bang times from the GRH and QCD diagnostics respectively.
(c) Cross plot showing the observed reheating peaks for Dante 1 and 2 with a correlation of R2 ¼ 0.97 and scatter < 50 ps, well within
the absolute uncertainty of the gold ball timing measurement.

FIG. 5. Spectra from Dante 1 calculated usingUNSPEC at peak
laser drive for all shots; for comparison, the spectra from
N221204 as the hohlraum is redriven by fusion energy is shown
in dashed red.
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and densities in the exploding core can reach 10 keV and
100 g=cm2 as highlighted in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c); conse-
quently, the exploding core emits prompt x-ray radiation.
Careful analysis of the simulations shows that the photons
emitted during this process which can reach the hohlraum
wall are high energy (> 5 keV), and these deposit deep in
the gold walls, so deep, that the heating would not be
observable from the Dante diagnostics, which collects
photons emitted from the first optical depth of the wall
surface. Lower-energy prompt x-rays < 5 keV are
absorbed by the remaining tungsten-doped ablator.
Following peak compression, the imploded core relieves

the∼400 Gbar of pressure by expanding into the hohlraum.
Internal thermal energy is thus converted into hydrody-
namic kinetic PdV energy. The hohlraum, however, is not a
vacuum. In the immediate vicinity of the imploded core is
the previously blown-off ablator material which drove the
original compression via the rocket effect [55]. The
expanding core plows into this material and partially
stagnates against it, heating the blow-off material. A
portion of the ablated matter impacted by the core is the
original tungsten-doped ablator. The reheated tungsten-
doped material impacted by the expanding core now
radiates, forming the principal source of radiation that
heats the inner surface of the gold hohlraum walls. It is this
reheating that we observe on Dante. We choose to call this
blast-wave-driven heating of the previously ablated tung-
sten-doped shell, and subsequent reheating of the gold
hohlraum walls: detritus drive. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show
sequential radial lineouts of electron temperature Te and
density ρ and illustrate the time history of the blast wave
stagnating on, and heating, the ablated detritus.
Significantly later in time, the exploding core will impact

the expanding gold wall material. One could imagine this
stagnation would be an effective way to generate radiation
that reheats the wall. The simulation, as well as a simple
analytic estimate using the sound speed of the expanding
core, reveals this collision occurs several nanoseconds after
bang time, and is thus not the origin of the observed

reheating. It is, in fact, much weaker, and a late contributor
to the Dante signal. It is barely visible in the 1.4 MJ
simulation; however, the effect presents as a slight inflec-
tion at 13 ns for the 4.2 MJ simulation in Fig. 6(a). The
effect can also be clearly seen in the observed Dante data
from N221204 in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a), and at 13 ns,
providing confidence that our simulation methodology
accurately captures the physics at play. As fusion gains
at NIF continue to increase in future shots, we expect this
late-time wall-collision phenomenon to become increas-
ingly prominent.
From our physics understanding described above, in the

current yield regime at NIF we can derive a scaling relation
for the hohlraum reheating flux observed by Dante as a
function of fusion yield. As described earlier, the alpha
component of the yield Y is the basic drive source for the
hohlraum reheating. The energy undergoes many conver-
sions (from thermal to PdV, back to thermal after stagna-
tion with the detritus, to radiative emission), but
fundamentally the radiant source of reheating is propor-
tional to Y. This “source” is balanced by an energy sink,
namely absorption into the walls. The loss can be described
in terms of the wall temperature TW achieved due to
reheating; the characteristics of such losses in gold have
been discussed in detail previously [56] and scale as T3.3

W ,
and thus yield Y ∼ T3.3

W . The walls themselves however, will
radiate conventionally at T4

W , and it is this flux we observe
from Dante. Thus, we would expect the Dante Flux signal,
which scales as T4

W (which is identical to T3.3×1.21
W ) to scale

as Y1.21. This is precisely the scaling of the Dante flux data
with Yield that is presented in both Figs. 2(c) and 3(c), and
is also the scaling predicted by the full simulations. This
scaling now allows us to utilize the Dante reheating signal
from future experiments as an independent indicator of
fusion yield, and as a complement to existing neutron
diagnostics.
In summary, we have observed for the first time sub-

stantial reheating of indirect-drive hohlraums from burning
fusion capsules, at levels comparable, and exceeding, the

FIG. 6. (a) LASNEX calculations based on experiment N210808-001, alongside residual reheating signatures. (b) Radial electron
temperature Te snapshots between 9.2 and 9.9 ns from the LASNEX simulations showing the blast-wave heated detritus remains hot
several 100 ps after nuclear bang time (9.25 ns), as observed by Dante. (c) Radial density ρ snapshots of the capsule between 9.2 and
9.9 ns, showing expansion after heating from the alpha heated core’s expanding blast wave.
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original NIF laser drive. As yields at NIF continue past
breakeven and the hohlraum is reheated beyond the
temperatures achievable by the NIF laser system alone,
we can explore these unique hohlraum conditions as a
driver for derivative experiments, where a rapidly driven
(< 500 ps) thermal source (TR > 300 eV) is useful, spe-
cifically material properties in the HED regime, such as
opacity, strength, and equation of state. Comparisons of the
observed Dante signals against conventional measurements
of fusion yield and nuclear bang time, as well as inves-
tigations of the phenomena using LASNEX, allow us to
correlate the redriven hohlraum with x-ray emissions from
the remnant tungsten-doped ablator after being reheated by
the exploding alpha-heated core. Hohlraum reheating was
long predicted by theory and simulation, but it is only now
with NIF achieving megajoule-scale yields that we have
finally observed the effect in the laboratory. At this time,
the Dante calorimeters are the only detectors capable
of detecting the alpha component of the fusion yield,
without reliance on neutron detection, thereby adding a
new capability to the suite of nuclear diagnostics and
lending additional credibility to future yield measurements
at NIF.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract No. DE-AC52-07NA27344
(LLNL-JRNL-845705).
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